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INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of large-scale data processing and in-depth analysis of demand in all walks of life, data mining has become a hot area of research for many scholars (Genlin et al.,2014) .Refinement, which is an important goal of the urban operation and development, provides the technical support for the delicacy management of city operation (Jing 2014) . With the progress of society and science technology, all kinds of issues with respect to urban operation have appeared in succession. According to the city's report on the work of the government, the number of cases about urban management(ChengGuan case in short)also increases year by year, which has influence on the urban appearance and steady running of the city. Therefore, it is of great theoretical and practical value to use the spatial data mining technology to analyze the urban management cases and assist the government decision-making.
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-2/W7, 2017 ISPRS Geospatial Week 2017 , 18-22 September 2017 As a method of data mining, clustering analysis has been widely used. DBSCAN algorithm based on density clustering which has high speed, data adaptability, noise insensitive characteristics was studied by many researchers (Xinyan and Deren,2005 Roshni,2014) and others on first divided again clustering of data area. Huang Gang (Gang et al.,2015) et al reduced the number of regional query method to achieve high efficiency clustering algorithm by selecting the seeds on behalf of objects.
In summary, the existing literature on spatial data and spatial Figure 2 ). This paper selects the largest proportion of urban environment (39%) and street order (36%) as the typical urban management cases. According
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-2/W7, 2017 ISPRS Geospatial Week 2017 , 18-22 September 2017 to the national standard definition of "digital city management information system _ second parts: management components and events" (GB/T 30428.2-2013), the case of urban environment refers to the cases that affect the appearance of the city, mainly including the exposed garbage, the dirty green land and the unclean road; Street order cases include unlicensed tour operators, shop management and vagrant begging.
Figure2. Data statistical histogram

Research Method
This paper 
In the above formula, d represents the distance, A represents the total area of the area occupied by the feature set, Kij represents the spatial weight.
At a certain specific distance, when the observed K value is
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-2/W7, 2017 ISPRS Geospatial Week 2017, 18-22 September 2017, Wuhan, China larger than the predicted K value, the clustering degree of the distribution is higher than that of the random distribution of the scale. Therefore, this paper selects the spatial scale with the largest difference between observation K and prediction K as the value of parameter Eps, in order to get a better clustering effect, this paper sets the confidence level to 95% based on the data size of research.
K-D Tree Analysis
K-D tree is similar to the binary tree, it is a data structure with left and right subtrees. The biggest difference between K-D tree and the binary index tree is that K-D tree is stored in the K-dimensional point data. The K-D tree algorithm is composed of two parts, including tree-building and search. The range search refers to searching the point data within the threshold range for a certain point object in the given searching threshold; K-neighbor search refers to specifying a point object, and then traversing the original data set to find the nearest point of the object K point data.
This classical K-D tree algorithm can only be used to search the high efficiency K in the low dimensional case, and the efficiency of searching for high-dimensional data is very low.
In view of this problem, some scholars have proposed an improved method (Yi et al.,2016) . This paper calculates the point data size K for each point object which is in the Eps threshold, and then takes the max frequency of statistical analysis of the value of K as MinPts value.
Component correlation analysis
Overlapping analysis method has the characteristics of low Table 5 .According to the quantitative analysis in the light of the above chart, when aggregation scale of the street order cases is greater than the maximum aggregation scale of 563 meters, the observed K value gradually approaches the prediction K value and they
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-2/W7, 2017 ISPRS Geospatial Week 2017, 18-22 September 2017, Wuhan, China almost keep parallel; When the aggregation scale of the urban environment cases is larger than the maximum aggregation scale of 792 meters, the observation K value is close to the forecast K value and almost parallel, which shows that as for these two cases, when the spatial scale is larger than the maximum aggregation scale, the degree of aggregation of the data set is decreasing. In view of the fact that the observed K value is higher than the predicted K value at a certain distance, the aggregation degree is higher. Therefore, this paper selects the maximum aggregation scale as the parameter Eps when the aggregation effect is best. Yupeng,2015) .In summary, it can be concluded that the DBSCAN algorithm based on parameter optimization has higher clustering quality.
The clustering results and the parameter values are statistically analyzed, as shown in Table 7 . Figure 6 and Table 7 and environment cases have a great relationship with the configuration of urban public infrastructure components, the probability of occurrence of the case in the area where the urban public infrastructure is less (nuclear density is small) is larger than that of the city with more basic infrastructure arrangement (nuclear density), this analysis proves the rationality of the clustering result. Therefore, in the process of dealing with the urban environment cases, we can increase the number of urban public infrastructure such as garbage cans, public toilets and storage stents in order to reduce the probability of the recurrence of cases.
DISCUSSION
DBSCAN algorithm which is based on the density is an the accumulated data, the experimental area is relatively small, so collecting more data to verify the algorithm will be the main work of the follow-up. But collecting more data to verify the algorithm will be the main work in the future because the limited amount of the accumulated data and the small experimental area.
